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Solution: Spectrum analyzers can be used to observe modulated signals. But, some 
settings may have to be adjusted to observe the signals clearly. 

In this example, we are going to show how the sweep time and selected detector type 
can effect the displayed data.

Source: Rigol DG4062 60MHz Dual Channel Arbitrary waveform generator.

Signal: Sine wave, linear sweep from 230KHz – 270KHz, Sweep frequency of 120Hz 
(~8ms period)

From the factory preset default mode, many spectrum analyzers such as the Rigol 
DSA815-TG select an automatic sweep time which is determined by the frequency 
span and the RBW setting. In this example, we set the DSA to sweep from 150KHz to 
600KHz at an RBW of 10KHz. The sweep rate default value for these parameters is 
10ms. 

In addition, the DSA815-TG collects 601 frequency “bins” per sweep. This means 
that the data in each bin is collected at a rate of 16us/point (10ms/601 points). 

In this experiment, note that the modulation period (1/120Hz = 8ms) is much lower 
than the sweep rate (10ms) of the instrument. 

When the sweep time is faster than the modulation, the data collected per sweep may 
not accurately represent the total span of the modulation. You can use the “Peak Hold” 



feature that will display the maximum values for successive scans and hold them on 
the display. 

The figure below is a Peak Hold Scan for the experimental modulated signal 
described above. 

You can see that the sweep time is 10mS. 

Also note that the Yellow scan was collected using a Peak detector and the Pink was collected 
using an RMS Voltage detector. 

How can the Peak and RMS Voltage detectors give the same trace?

The scan rate is too fast. This results in very small data sets at each frequency bin and can cause 
the data collected with different detectors to appear very similar. 

Now, let's change the sweep rate and observe the differences.



Here is the same input signal with the sweep time set to 1.5s (Peak Hold Disabled/Trace Clear Write selected):

You can now see that there are some differences in the Positive Peak Data (Yellow) and the RMS 
Average Voltage (Pink). This includes some of the modulation peaks and a different noise floor. 



Here is the same input signal with the sweep time set to 5s (Peak Hold Disabled/Trace Clear Write selected):

Now you can observe quite different traces that more accurately represent the modulated data. 



Here is the same input signal with the sweep rate set to 10s (Peak Hold Disabled/Trace Clear Write selected):

Conclusions: When observing modulated or pulsed signals, you can use the Peak Hold feature to 
“build” a trace from successive scans. 

You can also gain more visibility into the signal type by changing the detector, but keep in mind 
that this may require lengthing the sweep time. This will allow the instrument to collect enough 
data at each frequency value to make more meaningful measurements. 
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